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Project descripIon The ACCROBOT project is part of the ongoing research efforts of the MIAM team 

at IRIMAS InsItute. It aims to advance research in "Experimental Modeling, 
IdenIficaIon, Advanced Control, and Monitoring," leveraging the team's 
experIse. The project focuses on the collaboraIve control of robot fleets and 
aligns with various projects undertaken by the team in this domain. 
 
Among the research themes, collaboraIve mulI-robot systems are increasingly 
acIve. Issues related to navigaIon and the safety of autonomous robot fleets 
represent a complex mulI-agent, mulI-objecIve problem that requires 
innovaIve control architectures. This project proposes developing collaboraIve 
control strategies for managing autonomous robot fleets using advanced control 
methods. The originality of this project lies in its structured approach, from the 
design of control laws through simulaIon to integraIon on real plaeorms. 
ValidaIon in real condiIons, as described in the literature, represents a 
significant challenge, providing a concrete dimension to the results. The main 
objecIve is to propose new collaboraIve control architectures using theoreIcal 
tools like Model PredicIve Control (MPC) and exploring new arIficial intelligence 
techniques (Reinforcement Learning, Data Driven, etc.). 
The project will also account for mathemaIcal models of robots that closely 
reflect their dynamic behavior, unlike the point-mass models typically described 
in the state-of-the-art mulI-agent literature. This approach allows befer 
consideraIon of constraints (variabiliIes, parametric uncertainIes, unknowns, 
energy consumpIon) in synthesizing new control strategies. 
 
In addiIon to theoreIcal advancements, the project will involve advanced 
simulators for tesIng, proving, and validaIng proposed soluIons. The open-
source simulator CARLA will be used extensively, allowing for simulaIon of 
structured environments with communicaIng vehicle fleets, where the control 
of each agent can be managed. Environmental percepIon informaIon will 
complement the necessary data in the global collaboraIve control architecture 
to ensure fleet navigaIon safety. 
 



   
The final objecIve is to integrate control algorithms into a dedicated roboIc 
environment (ROS). This middleware tool facilitates interfacing between 
sohware and hardware layers of the plaeorms used. Real-world tesIng and 
validaIon of various proposed approaches will be conducted in a shared urban 
environment, as exemplified by the AMI France 2030 project. 
 
The contribuIon of the thesis will be achieved according to the following 
methodology and Imeline:  

1. Literature Review on CollaboraIve Control Approaches (Centralized, 
Distributed) 

2. Development of CollaboraIve Controls (Stability Analysis, OpImizaIon) 
3. DefiniIon of a Global CollaboraIve Control Architecture 
4. Development of a ValidaIon Model under CARLA Simulator 
5. IntegraIon of Control Architecture in Real Case 
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Job descripIon Thesis start date and dura4on: October 2024, for a 36-month contract 
Funding and salary: Academic funding. Salary according to current regulaIons 
2100€ monthly gross salary  

 
How to apply 

Required skills: You have a general engineering background or university 
equivalent with a specializaIon in AutomaIon and Control and/or Mechatronics. 
A solid scienIfic background in dynamic systems modelling and control theory  is 
requested. You are autonomous and curious. You have the ability to work as part 
of a team and to engage in dialogue. You are fluent in English.  
 
Applica4on procedure: Please send CV, Master's/engineer's transcripts from the 
last two years and cover lefer. 
 
Contacts: Michel BASSET (michel.basset@uha.fr), David VIEIRA (david.vieira-
gois-fernandes@uha.fr), Jonathan LEDY (jonathan.ledy@uha.fr)  
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